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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention:

[0001] The present invention relates to a gear shaper
cutting apparatus and method for gear shape cutting
with use of gear shaping tools such as a pinion cutter
and a rack cutter having a cutting edge portion made of
high-speed tool steel.

Description of Related Art:

[0002] Fig. 11 shows a conventional gear shaper ap-
paratus and cutting method (gear shaping method)
which correspond to the closest prior art. A work 1 is
loaded into a work fixture 3 on a table 2 of a gear shaping
machine (hereinafter, referred to as gear shaper). A pin-
ion cutter 4, which is a gear shaping tool, is mounted to
a cutter head 5 of the gear shaper. The pinion cutter 4
is made of high-speed tool steel. Cutting (generation) of
teeth onto the work 1 is performed by vertically recipro-
cating the pinion cutter 4 to allow it to cut into the work
1, and further imparting relative rotations to the pinion
cutter 4 and the work 1. The teeth are successively
formed on the outer peripheral surface of the work 1.
The machining conditions are determined so that pre-
determined teeth are generated on the outer periphery
of the work 1. During the machining operation, cutting
oil 6 is sprayed onto a cutting portion through a nozzle
7 to lubricate and cool the cutting portion.
[0003] Such a conventional gear shaper apparatus
and cutting method as mentioned above has had a prob-
lem that the gear cutting speed is low, which increases
the machining cost. The gear cutting speed is substan-
tially determined by the speed (hereinafter, referred to
as cutting speed) of the pinion cutter 4 when vertically
moving, which is usually 40 m/min for rough cutting and
about 70 m/min for finish cutting.
[0004] Also, since cutting oil is sprayed, the working
environment worsens, and waste liquor disposal of the
cutting oil is required. This has led to a problem wherein
cost is also increased for the disposal.
[0005] Recently, a high-speed gear shaping cutting
technique using a gear shaping tool made of cemented
carbide has been developed. Thus, the generation of
teeth by a gear shaper has become more efficient. In
the case of using a gear shaping tool made of cemented
carbide, a heat crack will develop if machining is per-
formed under the supply of cutting oil, because cement-
ed carbide is fragile. For this reason, in the case of using
a gear shaping tool made of cemented carbide, a dry
cutting method in which machining is performed without
the supply of cutting oil is mainly adopted. Since ce-
mented carbide is much higher in both heat resistance
and wear resistance than the high-speed tool steel, no
problem occurs even if such dry cutting is performed.

[0006] As mentioned above, the machining efficiency
is improved by using a gear shaping tool made of ce-
mented carbide and it may become possible to reduce
the machining cost by the increased cutting speed.
However, the gear shaping tool made of cemented car-
bide is so expensive that the total cost becomes ex-
tremely high even if the machining efficiency is im-
proved. In addition, since cemented carbide is fragile,
there is a fear that a sudden crack may occur. For this
reason, the gear shaping tool of cemented carbide is not
presently in wide practical use.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention has been accomplished
in view of the above-mentioned circumstances and it is
an object of the invention to provide a gear cutting ap-
paratus and method using a gear shaper capable of
greatly improving the cutting speed, without using a gear
shaping tool made of cemented carbide.
[0008] According to the present invention, for achiev-
ing the above-mentioned object, there is provided a gear
shaper according to claim 3, and a gear shaper cutting
method according to claim 1.
[0009] These and other objects of the present appli-
cation will become more readily apparent from the de-
tailed description given hereinafter, which gives specific
examples of preferred embodiments by illustration only.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] Other features and advantages of the inven-
tion will be apparent from the following description taken
in connection with the accompanying drawings, where-
in:

. Fig. 1 is a schematic construction diagram of a cut-
ting portion of a gear shaper which is employable
for carrying out the gear shaping cutting method of
the present invention;
Fig. 2A and 2B are an explanatory views for illus-
trating a pinion cutter;
Fig. 3 is a graph showing relationship between the
value of x in a coating of (Ti(1-x)Alx)N on the pinion
cutter and the amount of flank wear thereof;
Fig. 4 is a graph showing the relationship between
the value of y in a coating of (Ti0.5Al0.5) N (NyC(1-y))
on the pinion cutter and the amount of flank wear
thereof;
Fig. 5 is a graph showing the relationship between
film thickness of the coating and flank wear;
Fig. 6 is a graph showing the relationship between
circumferential feed and cutting speed in a cutting
method according to the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a graph showing the relationship between
the material of the work and the cutting speed in the
cutting method according to the present invention;
Fig. 8 is a graph showing the relationship between
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the material of the base metal of the pinion cutter
and the cutting speed in the cutting method accord-
ing to the present invention;
Fig. 9 is a graph showing the relationship between
the work module and the cutting speed in the cutting
method according to the present invention;
Fig.10 is a schematic construction diagram of a cut-
ting portion of a gear shaper which is employable
for carrying out the gear shaper cutting method ac-
cording to the present invention; and
Fig. 11 is a schematic diagram showing a conven-
tional gear shaping cutting method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0011] The construction of a gear shaper employable
for carrying out the gear shaper cutting method accord-
ing to the present invention will be described below with
reference to Fig. 1. Fig. 1 schematically illustrates a cut-
ting portion of the gear shaper.
[0012] In Fig.1, the construction of the gear shaper
itself is substantially the same as the conventional one.
Namely, a work 1 is loaded into a work fixture 3 on a
table 2 of the gear shaper. On the other hand, a pinion
cutter 4, which is a gear shaping tool, is mounted to a
cutter head 5 of the gear shaper and is different from
the known cutters as will be explained later. The table 2
and the cutter head 5 are adapted to be relatively rotated
by a driving mechanism (not shown). Also, the cutter
head 5 is vertically reciprocated, and further, the cutter
head 5 and the table 2 are relatively moved to cut into
the work. The basic construction is thus the same as
shown in Fig. 11. However, a nozzle for supplying cutting
oil is not included because dry cutting is carried out.
[0013] As the pinion cutter 4, pinion cutters made of
high-speed tool steel coated with various films such as
TiN, TiCN and TiAlN are known. In the gear shaper ap-
paratus and cutting method according to the present in-
vention, however, a pinion cutter coated with nitride of
TiAl or carbonitride of TiAl is used. First as a first em-
bodiment, there are taken as examples a pinion cutter
coated with either TiAl nitride or TiAl carbonitride in a
single layer and a pinion cutter coated with any of the
materials, even in a single layer of multi-layer coating.
More specifically, there is used a pinion cutter coated at
least on the flank 4a (See Figs. 2A and B) of the pinion
cutter 4 with at least a single layer of film having com-
position (0.2≤x≤0.9 and 0.2≤y≤1.0) comprising
(Ti(1-x)Alx)(NyC(1-y)).
[0014] In the gear shaper shown in Fig. 1, the gener-
ation of teeth is, as in the conventional case, performed
by vertically reciprocating the pinion cutter 4 to allow it
to cut into the work 1, and further imparting relative ro-
tations to the pinion cutter 4 and the work 1. The teeth
are successively formed on the outer peripheral surface
of the work 1. The machining conditions are determined
so that predetermined teeth are generated on the outer

periphery of the work 1. The cutting is performed by dry
cutting without the supply of cutting oil.
[0015] The gear shaping cutting method is divided in-
to two: rough cutting and finish cutting for machining.
Further, since about 90% of the cut area is usually
shaved by rough cutting, the load to be applied onto the
pinion cutter 4 on finish cutting to be made next to the
rough cutting is only a little. Therefore, wear on the pin-
ion cutter 4 mainly occurs during rough cutting, and it is
a point for improving the efficiency regarding how this
wear should be restrained.
[0016] Taking notice of the cutting speed during rough
cutting, Fig.3 shows the relationship between the value
of x of the material having the composition of (Ti(1-x) Alx )
N and flank wear, in which the value of x of the material
having the composition of (Ti(1-x) Alx )N coated on the
pinion cutter 4 is taken in the axis of abscissa and the
amount of flank wear (mm) of the pinion cutter 4 is taken
in the axis of ordinate. The work is made of SCM435
(Japanese Industrial Standards: JIS Cr-Mo steel), and
a gear to be machined possesses the following charac-
teristics: module 2.5, a number of teeth 40, face width
20 mm and an angle of torsion 20°. The pinion cutter 4
has a base metal of SKH51 (JIS high-speed tool steel),
a number of teeth 50, an outside diameter 130 mm and
a single layer of coating with a film thickness of 1.7 µm.
The machining conditions other than cutting speed are
as follows: circumferential feed 3mm/stroke and radial
feed 7 µm/stroke. In this respect, the conditions for finish
cutting following rough cutting are as follows: a cutting
speed 100m/min, circumferential feed 1mm/stroke and
radial feed 3 µ m/stroke.
[0017] In Fig.3, the amount of flank wear of the pinion
cutter designates an amount of flank wear after 100
works are shaped at each of various cutting speeds (20,
30, 50, 80, 150 and 300 m/min) respectively. As the cut-
ting speed increases, the amount of wear increases.
However, it still falls under an amount of flank wear of a
practical level even at a cutting speed of 300m/min. This
amount of flank wear of a practical level means that the
amount of flank wear after 100 works are shaved under
the above-mentioned conditions is 0.2mm or less. In this
respect, when shaving is made with a pinion cutter coat-
ed with conventionally general TiCN by wet cutting in
which cutting oil is used under the above-mentioned
conditions, the amount of flank wear reaches 0.2mm at
a cutting speed of 50m/min.
[0018] Accordingly, it can be seen that the machining
can be performed at a cutting speed six times the con-
ventional one without using cutting oil, if a pinion cutter
4 having the coating shown in Fig.3 is used. In this case,
the value of x in the coating film is 0.2≤x≤0.9.
[0019] When the cutting speed decreases, the
amount of flank wear decreases. However, the flank
wear is hardly changed even if the cutting speed de-
creases at a cutting speed of 30m/min or less. There-
fore, the cutting speed is preferably 30m/min or more in
view of the machining efficiency.
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[0020] In this respect, the life of the pinion cutter is
determined by flank wear or crater wear, whichever is
greater. Further, in the case of the present invention, the
crater wear becomes 1/4 or less of the flank wear, and
the life of the pinion cutter is completely determined by
the flank wear.
[0021] The reason why the flank wear is minimum at
x=0.5 in Fig.3 is presumed to be because it is a minimum
value at x=0.5 at which the hardness and oxidation re-
sistance of the film are made compatible since the film
softens when x becomes large and conversely, the ox-
idation resistance is deteriorated when x becomes
small.
[0022] As a second embodiment, there is taken as an
example a pinion cutter coated with (Ti0.5Al0.5)(NyC(1-y))
in a single layer, or a pinion cutter coated with (Ti0.5Al0.5)
(NyC(1-y)) at least in a layer of multi-layer coating. Gear
shaper cutting using this pinion cutter is performed with-
out spraying cutting oil, namely by dry cutting as in the
above-mentioned case. The conditions other than the
coating of the pinion cutter 4 are the same as in the first
embodiment.
[0023] The effect of the second embodiment is shown
in Fig.4.
[0024] As shown in Fig. 4, when the amount of flank
wear is below the practical limit of an amount of wear at
the cutting speed of 300m/min, the composition of the
coating film is 0.2≤y≤1.0. At the cutting speed of 300m/
min or less, the lower the cutting speed, the less the
flank wear. At the cutting speed of 30m/min or less, how-
ever, the flank wear is hardly changed. Therefore, the
cutting speed is preferably 30m/min or more in view of
the machining efficiency. The reason why the wear re-
sistance is deteriorated as the value of y becomes small-
er is presumed to be because the oxidation resistance
is deteriorated as a result of an increase of C instead of
N.
[0025] Fig. 5 is a graph for determining an appropriate
thickness of the coating of (Ti0.5 Al0.5 )N, in which the
axis of abscissa represents the total of film thicknesses.
In the same figure, if the (Ti0.5 Al0.5) N coating is a single
layer, the thickness thereof is represented. In the case
of a multi-layer coating, the total of all the film thickness-
es is represented. The axis of ordinate represents the
ratio of flank wear, assuming that the flank wear of the
pinion cutter 4 having a single layer of 1.7µm thick (Ti0.5
Al0.5 ) N coating is 1.
[0026] The relationship between flank wear and film
thickness in the case of a single layer (Ti0.5 Al0.5 )N coat-
ing shows that at the film thickness of 0.5µm the flank
wear is about 20% greater than that at the film thickness
of 1.7µm and that the flank wear diminishes gradually
as the film thickness increases. At the film thickness of
10µm the flank wear is 20% less than that at the film
thickness of 1.7µm. However, at the film thickness as
small as 0.3µm, the flank wear increases to twice the
flank wear at the film thickness of 1.7µm. On the other
hand, at the film thickness of 11µm, film separation oc-

curs and the wear increases rapidly.
[0027] In the case of a multi-layer coating of (Ti0.5
Al0.5 )N, for example, in the case of a five- or ten-layer
coating with 0.05µm thick TiN layer sandwiched be-
tween (Ti0.5 Al0.5 )N layers, a slightly higher perform-
ance than in the case of a single layer as shown in Fig.
5 is attained. From the foregoing, it can be seen that the
film thickness is preferable in the range of 0.5µm to
10µm.
[0028] Fig.6 shows the result obtained by investigat-
ing the effect of circumferential feed of the cutting con-
ditions under the same equipment conditions as in the
first embodiment. The cutting speeds which exceed the
practical limit of wear are shown for each circumferential
feed.
[0029] As cutting conditions for the gear shaper cut-
ting method, there are circumferential feed and radial
feed in addition to the cutting speed. Of these, the cut-
ting speed exerts the greatest influence on tool wear,
and next comes the circumferential feed. However, the
degree of influence of the circumferential feed is gener-
ally considerably smaller than that of the cutting speed.
[0030] As shown in Fig. 6, at circumferential feed of
1mm/stroke, the practical wear limit is exceeded when
the cutting speed exceeds 320m/min. From this figure,
it can be seen that the cutting speed for falling below the
practical wear limit is not much affected by the circum-
ferential feed, but is substantially 300m/min within a
wide circumferential feed range. In this respect, the pin-
ion cutter 4 used here is coated with (Ti0.5 Al0.5 )N. The
other conditions are the same as in the first embodiment
except for the circumferential feed.
[0031] Fig. 7 shows the cutting speeds which exceed
the practical wear limit for each material of the work 1.
As the material for the work, there were used carburizing
steel and case hardening alloy steel (hardness HB 120
to 300), carbon steel (hardness HB 150 to 300) and cast
iron (hardness HB 150 to 300). In Fig. 7, there are cutting
speeds exceeding the practical limit within a range en-
closed with marks s in each work material. Accordingly,
even if the work material is changed, it does not exceed
the practical wear limit, but can be practically used so
long as the cutting speed is substantially below 300m/
min. In this respect, as the conditions here, the coating
is performed with (Ti0.5Al0.5)N. The other conditions are
the same as in the first embodiment, except for the work
material.
[0032] Fig. 8 shows cutting speeds which exceed the
practical wear limit for each base metal of various pinion
cutters. As the base metal, pinion cutters using SKH51,
SKH55, P/M high speed steel (1.3%C-6%W-5%Mo) or
P/M high speed steel (2.2%C-12%W-2.5%Mo) are list-
ed. As can be seen from the figure, the pinion cutter is
below the practical wear limit and can be practically
used if the cutting speed is substantially 300m/min or
less even if its base metal is changed. In this respect,
as the conditions here, the coating is performed with
(Ti0.5 Al0.5 )N, and the other conditions are the same as
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in the first embodiment, except for the base material of
the pinion cutter.
[0033] Fig.9 shows the relationship between work
module and cutting speeds exceeding the practical wear
limit. From this figure, it can be seen that the pinion cut-
ter falls below the practical wear limit and can be prac-
tically used if the cutting speed is substantially 300m/
min or less. The conditions here are the same as in the
first embodiment, except for the diameter of the pinion
cutter and the work module. The diameter of the pinion
cutter is (work module/2.5) x 130mm, and the coating is
performed with (Ti0.5 Al0.5 )N.
[0034] Fig.10 shows partial construction of a gear
shaper employable for carrying out another embodi-
ment of the present invention. This gear shaper is ob-
tained by adding an air nozzle 8 for blowing air against
a cutting portion to the gear shaper shown in Fig. 1, and
the other construction is the same as shown in Fig.1.
[0035] According to a conventional method of spray-
ing cutting oil, generated shavings are washed down
with cutting oil so that they are not included between
work and pinion cutter at the cutting portion. However,
if no cutting oil is sprayed, such an inclusion may occur
to damage the work. If air is supplied to the cutting por-
tion during a dry cutting operation as in this embodiment,
the generated shavings at the cutting portion will be
blown off and removed to prevent the shavings from be-
ing included. In this respect, if a small amount of cutting
oil is mixed into air to blow the mixture as mist against
the cutting portion, substantially the same effect as in
the case of dry cutting can be obtained.
[0036] In the above-mentioned embodiment, the pin-
ion cutter was exemplified as the gear shaping tool, but
the embodiment is likewise applicable to a rack cutter.
[0037] According to a gear shaper cutting method ac-
cording to a first embodiment, there is provided a gear
shaper cutting method according to claim 1,
wherein it is possible to greatly increase the cutting
speed for teeth generation without using any expensive
tool, such as a tool made of cemented carbide. This is
because it has been arranged to machine at a cutting
speed of 300m/min or less without using cutting oil. As
a result, it becomes possible to effect gear cutting of a
high efficiency at a low cost. In addition, since the dry
cutting method is adopted, the supply of cutting oil,
which was required in the conventional machining using
a tool made of high-speed tool steel, becomes unnec-
essary. Thus, the cost can be reduced, and the working
environment can be improved.
[0038] Also, according to a gear shaper cutting meth-
od of a second invention, since it has been arranged to
blow air against a cutting portion for teeth generation, it
becomes possible to realize teeth generation of a high
efficiency at a low cost, without causing the inclusion of
shavings.
[0039] The invention being thus described, it will be
obvious that the same may be varied in many ways, as
defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A gear shaper cutting method comprising the step
of generating teeth using a gear shaping tool made
of high-speed tool steel, wherein
the gear shaping tool is coated, at least on a flank
thereof, with at least one layer of a film having a
composition comprising

where 0.2≤x≤0.9 and 0.2≤y≤1, and
the teeth are generated by dry cutting at a cutting
speed of 300 m/min or less using the gear shaping
tool having a total film thickness of 0.5 to 10 µm, by
five to ten-layer coating with a 0.05 µm thick TiN film
sandwiched between films having the composition
comprising

2. A gear shaper cutting method according to claim 1,
wherein air is blown against a cutting portion.

3. A gear shaper comprising
a gear shaping tool made of high-speed tool steel
and mounted on a cutter head, said gear shaping
tool being coated, at least on a flank thereof, with
at least one layer of a film having a composition
comprising

where 0.2≤x≤0.9 and 0.2≤y≤1;
driving means for driving at least one of said gear
shaping tool and a work, relative to the other, so as
to generate teeth at a cutting speed of 300m/min or
less by dry cutting and wherein said gear shaping
tool has a total film thickness of 0,5 to 10 µm, in-
cluding a five- or ten-layer coating with a 0.05 µm
thick TiN film sandwiched between films having the
composition comprising (Ti0.5Al0.5)N.

4. A gear shaper according to claim 3, comprising:

an air nozzle for blowing air against a cutting
portion.

Patentansprüche

1. Zahnrad-Wälzstoßverfahren, enthaltend den
Schritt des Erzeugens von Zähnen unter Verwen-
dung eines Zahnrad-Wälzstoßwerkzeugs, das aus
Hochgeschwindigkeits-Werkzeugstahl besteht,

(Ti(1-x)Alx) (NyC(1-y))

(Ti0.5Al0.5)N.

(Ti(1-x)Alx) (NyC(1-y))
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wobei
das Zahnrad-Wälzstoßwerkzeug wenigstens auf ei-
ner Flanke desselben mit wenigstens einer Schicht
eines Filmes beschichtet ist, der eine Zusammen-
setzung hat, die

enthält,
wobei 0,2≤x≤0,9 und 0,2≤y≤1 und
die Zähne durch Trockenschneiden bei einer
Schnittgeschwindigkeit von höchstens 300 m/min
unter Verwendung des Zahnrad-Wälzstoßwerk-
zeugs erzeugt werden, das eine Gesamtfilmstärke
von 0,5 bis 10 µm aufweist, die eine fünf- bis zehn-
lagige Beschichtung beinhaltet, in der TiN in einer
Dicke von 0,05 µm sandwichartig zwischen Filmen
angeordnet ist, die eine Zusammensetzung haben,
die (Ti0,5Al0,5)N enthält.

2. Zahnrad-Wälzstoßverfahren nach Anspruch 1, bei
dem Luft gegen einen Schnittbereich geblasen
wird.

3. Zahnrad-Wälzstoßvorrichtung enthaltend:

ein Zahnrad-Wälzstoßwerkzeug aus Hochge-
schwindigkeits-Werkzeugstahl, das an einem
Schneidkopf befestigt ist, wobei das Zahnrad-
Wälzstoßwerkzeug auf wenigstens einer Flan-
ke desselben mit wenigstens einer Schicht ei-
nes Films beschichtet ist, der eine Zusammen-
setzung hat, die

enthält,
wobei 0,2≤x≤0,9 und 0,2≤y≤1;
eine Antriebseinrichtung zum Antreiben des Zahn-
rad-Wälzstoßwerkzeugs und/oder eines Werk-
stücks relativ zueinander, um so Zähne bei einer
Schnittgeschwindigkeit von höchstens 300 m/min
durch Trockenschneiden zu erzeugen, wobei
das Zahnrad-Wälzstoßwerkzeug eine Gesamtfilm-
stärke von 0,5 bis 10 µm aufweist, die eine fünf-
oder zehnlagige Beschichtung beinhaltet, in der TiN
in einer Dicke von 0,05 µm sandwichartig zwischen
Filmen angeordnet ist, die eine Zusammensetzung
haben, die (Ti0,5Al0,5)N enthält.

4. Zahnrad-Wälzstoßvorrichtung, enthaltend:

eine Luftdüse, die Luft gegen einen Schnittbe-
reich bläst.

(Ti(1-x)Alx)(NyC(1-y))

(Ti(1-x)Alx)(NyC(1-y))

Revendications

1. Un procédé pour tailler des roues dentées à outil-
pignon comprenant l'étape de production de dents
en utilisant un outil pour tailler des roues dentées,
fabriqué dans un acier pour des outils à haute vi-
tesse, où
l'outil pour tailler des roues dentées est recouvert,
au moins sur un de ces flancs, par au moins une
couche d'un film ayant une composition
comprenant :

où 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.9 et 0.2 ≤ y ≤1, et
les dents sont produites grâce à une coupe à sec à
une vitesse de coupe de 300 m/min ou moins en
utilisant l'outil pour tailler des roues dentées ayant
une épaisseur de film totale de 0.5 à 10 µm, avec
un recouvrement de 5 à 10 couches avec un film
TiN d'une épaisseur de 0.05 µm, pris en sandwich
entre des films ayant une composition comprenant
(Ti 0.5Al0.5)N.

2. Un procédé pour tailler des roues dentées à outil-
pignon selon la revendication 1, où de l'air est souf-
flé contre une partie de coupe.

3. Un dispositif pour tailler des roues dentées à outil-
pignon comprenant :

un outil pour tailler des roues dentées fabriqué
dans un acier pour des outils à haute vitesse et
monté sur une tête fraiseur, ledit outil pour
tailler des roues dentées étant recouvert, au
moins sur un de ces flancs, par au moins une
couche d'un film ayant une composition
comprenant :

où 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.9 et 0.2 ≤ y ≤1 ;
des moyens d'entraînement pour entraîner au
moins un desdits outils pour tailler des roues den-
tées et un traitement mutuel, de manière à produire
des dents à une vitesse de coupe de 300 m/min ou
moins par une coupe à sec et où ledit outil pour
tailler des roues dentées a une épaisseur de film
totale de 0,5 à 10 µm, incluant un recouvrement de
5 ou 10 couches avec un film TiN de 0.05 µm
d'épaisseur, pris en sandwich entre des films ayant
la composition comprenant (Ti 0.5Al 0.5 )N.

4. Un dispositif pour tailler des roues dentées à outil-
pignon selon la revendication 3, comprenant une
buse à air destinée à souffler de l'air contre une par-

(Ti(1-x)Alx)(NyC(1-y))

(Ti(1-x)Alx)(NyC(1-y))
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